Lost in Time
Mobile Location Based Experience

Lost in Time is a location based game and a cinematic experience. The game brings to life the stories behind cultural heritage sites, buildings and locations in cities, museums and the natural landscape. These stories become an adventure you experience through exciting gameplay, compelling video and the technical capabilities of today's smartphones and tablet PCs.

Lost in Time: the story
Alfons is an old professor driving around in a van, fully equipped with scientific books about the past. He has developed a formula for time travel. This formula has been stolen by teenager Thijmen, who's using it to change history. You must help Professor Alfons, who is moby impaired, to prevent Thijmen from changing history. This requires you to travel through time. The professor explains how: you'll need a smartphone or tablet PC.

Along the way you discover more about Thijmens motives and which mystery the professor conceals. During your time travels you encounter many characters and events belonging to the historic site.

The story of your location
In order to find Thijmen and solve the mystery around the professor you will experience a number of mini-adventures that enable you to gather clues and points. These adventures are always taking place in another time in the past at the location where you are at that moment. You will meet historical figures who will tell you about their lives through realistic, immersive video on your iPad. Through the adventures and video in the game you will learn about the history of the location around you.

Have a look at our exciting trailers ot our website www.tempeest.nl
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